UNBROKEN INCREASE IN REGISTRATION AT STUTE.

The work of registering fifteen hundred and fifteen students at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology has kept the office over which Mr. Humphreys presides very busy since Friday, while the Bursar, Mr. Rand, has collected in less than one hundred and fifty thousand dollars, or, as he says, a man may go free from complication as to be as good to the efficient methods of himself and staff. The official record shows that up to the closing hour last evening, although there are a few stragglers, there are not likely to be many. This number this year surpasses that of last, and indicates that the sixth year of progressive increase is in the number of Tech students. New years ago there was a change in prospect in the number of anormal application number, but since the effective bow has passed away the succeeding registrations have shown impetus. The men who are new to the Institute number far more than in past normal years, reaching this year over 400. The greater portion of these are first year men, three hundred and sixty odd, but there are also very many who join the second or third year classes, through advanced knowledge or the desire to follow out some particular line of work or research.

COURSE III NOTES

Among the students taking advanced work in the department of mining and metallurgy are Dr. W. Frankfill, of Heidelberg, and Boyd B. Director, of the School of Mines at Rollie, Mo.

Dr. Frankfill has just arrived here from Germany and is a graduate of Heidelberg, where he received the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in 1906. He was a student there at the time that Prof. Bleekew, of the Institute, was completing his studies at Heidelberg. Since then Dr. Frankfill has been connected with the Universities of Heidelberg, Zurich and Gottinger, and also with the Polytechnic-School of Charlottenburg as an assistant on the instruction staff.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES REPRESENTED AT TECHNOLOGY.

Foreign countries are as usual largely interested in Technology and advanced students come to take advanced work at the Institute. China leads the others today with its contingent of nearly thirty, in which half may be new ones replace those who went away at the end of last term. Most of these men are taking the course, although some are finishing the work or graduating at other colleges. These men have usually taken a preliminary course by the government, but are now beginning to come on their own account. Japan sends no new men this term, the number here being now only two. Germany, Holland and France have one each in the main here now for the first time, and Austria three, while from Egypt there is one student. But there are several entering Tech men, Paraguay one, and Columbia one, while a student from New Zealand man has come. From the American possessions in the Pacific, Honolulu and Manila send one each, or in face of nearby, we have designd an inexpensive case to hold them all. Do not fail to see one of our catalogues at Tech Union or at our office. Notice the low price as a Special Introductory Offer. You will be delighted.

SPaulding PRINT PAPER CO., 45 Federal Street, Boston
Telephone: Main 4103 and Main 1390

FROST & ADAMS CO.
DEALERS IN
Mathematical Instruments
and
Drawing Materials
37 CORNHILL, BOSTON
Before securing supplies inspect Our Stock and Prices.
Special discount given to Tech students.